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Have an announcement to make?

Share your big news.

While there aren't many new productions opening this month, there’s still plenty
going on, and plenty of summer shows that have started announcing or
booking that you can pencil into your calendar now! 

Working on an immersive production or installation? Let us know! In
addition to our newsletters, we’re piloting an interactive map this summer to
help highlight experiential work and drive traffic to your events. Save your spot
by e-mailing us at hello@immersivedenver.com as soon as possible with the
show title, location/address (if known), and tentative show dates. We’ll also
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need a show title and description plus website or ticket link either now or as we
get closer! 

We’re also introducing the immersive content form next month. This form will
allow audiences to better understand what to expect from an immersive
performance or installation-- from level of agency to content warnings and
accessibility features. Please check out our planned questions and comment
with your feedback and suggestions by May 31st!

And BIG CONGRATULATIONS to
Pismajic for being named in USA
TODAY's Top10 Immersive
Experiences of 2021 Reader's
Choice poll. They ranked #4 with
with their Shiki Dreams exhibit!

TICKETS ON SALE FOR LIVE PRODUCTIONS

Early bird tickets live now for Submerged!
PRESENTED BY CIRCUS FOUNDRY IN COLLABORATION WITH DEEP SPACE DRIVE-IN

In the future, humanity lives fully submerged underwater after complete
environmental ruin on the surface. Could you survive stranded in this strange
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and foreign world? Find out when you dive into Circus Foundry’s latest
adventure show!  In this COVID-19 safe, family-friendly, immersive, circus
experience you and your quarateam become the main characters on an epic
underwater journey.  Prepare to play games and solve high-tech puzzles using
sensors and interactive projections.  Learn more or book tickets for
Submerged!  

Where: Allegory Art Studios in Curtis Park, Denver, 2240 Curtis St. Denver,
CO, 80205 
When: Every weekend in June. Start times from 6-9pm on Fridays and 4-9pm
on Sat/Sun for a 2-hour experience 
Pricing: $220 for up to 4 people; additional participants up to 10 total can be
added for $55 each 
 

Use the code "EARLYBIRD" to get 20% off 
tickets purchased before May 17th!

Van Gogh Alive
PRESENTED BY THE DCPA OFF-CENTER IN PARTNERSHIP WITH GRANDE EXPERIENCES

Dive into Van Gough in an exhibition the DCPA desribes as "a large-scale,
COVID-Safe, multi-sensory digital art experience, gives visitors the unique
opportunity to immerse themselves into Van Gogh’s artistry and truly venture
into his world: Learn more or get tickets to Van Gogh Alive. 

Where: The Hanger at Aurora's Stanley Market Place 
When: Tuesday through Sundays from July 9 - Sept 26, open from 10a-9pm
Fri/Sat and 10a-8pm all other days 
Pricing: $35 – $40 for an approximately 45 minute, untimed visit. 
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ONGOING

Only two more sessions in 
Itchy-O's Streaming Noise Bath

Experience a weekly 30-minute dose of meditation brought to you by Itchy-O,
wherever you are in the world! The six-week sequence utilizes different brain-

entrainment frequencies, stroboscopic visuals and structured breathwork to rest
from the previous week and reset for the one ahead. What does that mean?

Check out this feature in Westword, then grab your tickets. Two Sundays left--
May 8th and May 16th. Learn more or get tickets to Noise Bath.

Visit Prismajic's Shiki Dreams
Experience the installation that made the US News list of top immersive

destinations in the country. We're thrilled that they have been named #4 in the
country! If you haven't been yet, you can book a 30-minute visit as the

installation continues running Saturdays and Sundays. Learn more or get
tickets to Shiki Dreams.

Check out Museum For Black Girls
Have you visited this immersive pop-up sensory museum, described as a

"tribute to Black girl magic"? It just was named 2021 Best Immersive Museum
by Denver Westword! Experience multiple immersive exhibits and travel back in
time with nostalgic walk-in scenes including the golden salon chair, floral room,
blue magic couch, or catch a tribute to Beyonce. Come experience the beauty

and legacy of contributions of Black women in this interactive installation. Learn
more or get tickets

Distortions Monster World and Earth Illuminated
Whether it's the natural world or the far-out fantasy of monsters and aliens,

Blazen Illuminations installations look to bring you (and your camera) into the
action. Get $5 off your ticket to either with discount code IMMERSIVEDEN .  

Lean more and get tickets:  Earth Illuminated and Distortions Monster World

Get Back to the Source
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Spectra Art Space continues its "all-ages psychedelic immersive art, puzzle-
solving and audio/visual experience".  Guests who enter into The Source will

have to solve the puzzle of the psyche by journeying through the neon jungle of
archetypes. Those who are brave enough to face their shadow, ego, persona,
and self will be rewarded with the ultimate prize. Learn more and book your

visit. 

COMING SOON

Keep your eyes peeled to these companies' websites (linked) or social for show
details about these upcoming June premieres!

Land of Milk and Honey
PRESENTED BY THE CATAMOUNTS  

WESTMINSTER, CO
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After the Flood
PRESENTED BY CONTROL GROUP PRODUCTIONS 

IN COLLABORATION WITH PLAYGROUND ENSEMBLE & ADRIENNE DELOE

LITTLETON, CO

Golden Ghosts: An Immersive Experience
PRESENTED BY MADAME Z TRAVELING MYSTERY SHOW 

GOLDEN, CO

Denver Fringe Festival coming June 24 - 27th!

Hot off their recognition as
Westword's Best New Festival
award, the Denver Fringe Festival is
ready to launch it's lineup later this
month! Follow them on their site or
social (linked buttons below) to be
the first to find out about the original
live and livestreamed events taking
place this June 24th-27th, ranging
from theatre to immersive to circus to
comedy, and including family-friendly
shows and free workshops for kids.
Plus, score a collectible pin and
discounts to local restaurants
through the "Fringe with Benefits"
perk. 

Want to get involved behind the
scenes? Apply to volunteer at
Denver Fringe, where you’ll also
have the chance to earn comp
tickets to shows!
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COMMUNITY CORNER

Welcome Ben Ranaan, incoming Artistic Director for Phamaly Theatre! Ben will
work alongside current Artistic Director, Regan Linton, beginning on May 17th,
and take the helm officially on June 11th. Originally from Chicago, Illinois, and
holding an MFA from DePaul University, Ben’s past positions include five years

at Ensemble Theatre Cincinnati as a Director of Education and Outreach,
where he retooled the theatre’s educational offerings to focus on accessibility
and inclusion for those with disabilities. Learn more about Ben or check out

what else is new at Phamaly Theatre!

The Search for Denver's Immersive Identity: A conversation with the
Denver Post's John Wenzel. 

In this Immersive Espresso event, we talked to John about his recent coverage
of immersive events in town as well as the identity and future of mile high
immersive arts

View the event recording 
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Celebrate Preservation Month in Lakewood 
with an Architectural Scavenger Hunt

The Lakewood Historic Preservation Commission celebrates Archeology and
Historic Preservation Month by inviting you to a scavenger hunt! This self-
guided hunt runs virtually or in person and features a search for historic
architectural elements around Heritage Lakewood Belmar Park. Win prizes and
learn about history.  Find out more and download the hunt details. 
 

Do you know someone who would appreciate this newsletter? Share it!

Share Tweet Forward

Were you forwarded this by a friend? 
 

Subscribe for Updates
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This posting is provided by Immersive Denver as a service for informational purposes only about an event
hosted by members of the regional immersive community. We try to ensure that information provided is

timely and accurate and that the events listed are ones in which you might be interested. However
Immersive Denver is not formally affiliated or involved in these events in any organizational capacity.

Please contact the event organizers with questions or concerns about this event. 

CC Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International 2021 Immersive Denver 

Want to change how you receive these emails? 
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list. 
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